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More than ever before, this book makes sociology relevant by applying sociological concepts and theories in a fun, hip
way, using pop culture as the vehicle for relating to students. The new title, SOCIOLOGY: POP CULTURE TO SOCIAL
STRUCTURE, underscores this approach by reflecting the book's stronger trio of themes, which 1) use pop culture to
apply sociological concepts to everyday phenomena, 2) illustrate how technological change drives social change through
examples that are familiar to students, and 3) engage students in thinking critically by asking them where they fit in to the
larger context of social patterns in the world, and challenging them to apply sociological ideas when thinking about
governmental or institutional policies. Streamlined by 15 percent in this edition, the text teaches students how to think
sociologically, not just what to think, and emphasizes the importance of diversity and a global perspective. Movie reviews
in the popular Sociology at the Movies boxes explore the sociological messages in recent movies such as The Social
Network, Avatar, Milk, and many others. Up-to-date discussions of topics such as race, poverty, and religious practices
are accompanied by exploration of contemporary issues related to our increasingly digital world, including examinations
of how technological change shortens attention span, the Internet as an atomizing and a community-building force, and
electronic surveillance and social control. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This thoroughly revised edition of Mooney, Knox, and Schacht's text uses a theoretically balanced, student-centered
approach to provide a comprehensive exploration of social problems. UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL PROBLEMS, Tenth
Edition, progresses from a micro to macro level of analysis, focusing first on problems related to health care, drugs and
alcohols, families, and crime, and then broadening to the larger issues of poverty and inequality, population growth,
aging, environmental problems, and conflict around the world. The social problem in each chapter is framed in a global
as well as a U.S. context. In addition, the three major theoretical perspectives are applied to the problem under
discussion, and its consequences -- as well as alternative solutions -- are explored. Pedagogical features such as The
Human Side and Self and Society enable students to grasp how social problems affect the lives of individuals and apply
their understanding of social problems to their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book provides innovative pedagogy, theory, and strategies for college and university professors who seek effective
methods and materials for teaching about gender and sex to today’s students. It provides thoughtful reflections on the
new struggles and opportunities instructors face in teaching gender and sex during what has been called the “postPage 1/9
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feminist era.” Building off its predecessor: Teaching Race and Anti-Racism in Contemporary America, this book offers
complementary classroom exercises for teachers, that foster active and collaborative learning. Through reflecting on the
gendered dimensions of the current political, economic, and cultural climate, as well as presenting novel lesson plans
and classroom activities, Teaching Gender and Sex in Contemporary America is a valuable resource for educators.
Going into its 6th edition, New Society continues to provide students with rich, rigorous and relevant information for their
introductory sociology course. This ground up Canadian text features a number of contributors from across the country,
well known experts in their field.
What kind of people are suicide bombers? How do they justify their actions? In this meticulously researched and
sensitively written book, journalist Christoph Reuter argues that popular views of these young men and women--as
crazed fanatics or brainwashed automatons--fall short of the mark. In many cases these modern-day martyrs are welleducated young adults who turn themselves into human bombs willingly and eagerly--to exact revenge on a more
powerful enemy, perceived as both unjust and oppressive. Suicide assassins are determined to make a difference, for
once in their lives, no matter what the cost. As Reuter's many interviews with would-be martyrs, their trainers, friends,
and relatives reveal, the bombers are motivated more by how they expect to be remembered--as heroic figures--than by
religion-infused visions of a blissful life to come. Reuter, who spent eight years researching the book, moves from the
broken survivors of the childrens' suicide brigades in the Iran-Iraq war of the 1980s, to the war-torn Lebanon of
Hezbollah, to Israeli-occupied Palestinian land, and to regions as disparate as Sri Lanka, Chechnya, and Kurdistan. He
tells a disturbing story of the modern globalization of suicide bombing--orchestrated, as his own investigations have
helped to establish, by the shadowy Al Qaeda network and unintentionally enabled by wrong-headed policies of Western
governments. In a final, hopeful chapter, Reuter points to today's postrevolutionary, post-Khomeini Iran, where a new
social environment renounces the horrific practice in the very place where it was enthusiastically embraced just decades
ago.
The Jews of the former Soviet Union have always been the subject of intense controversy. In the past 25 years, however,
they have become more puzzling. How many of them are there? How strongly so they identify themselves as Jews? How
do they perceive antisemetism in their countries? Will they leave, where will they go? Theses ate among the questions
that have enlivened the discussions of Jews in republics known as the Commonwealth of Independent States. they have
sparked debate because they have deep policy implications for Russia, Israel, the United States, and other countries.
They are the questions which this book seeks to examine. Too little fact has informed this debate, and even less theory.
Until very recently, surveys of the actual intentions, perceptions, motivations, and fears of Jews in the region were out of
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the question. This is now beginning to change. Here is the first book based on an on site survey of a representative
sample of Jews in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). In addition to providing data in the Jews of Moscow,
Kiev, and Minsk- who collectively account for 28% of all Jews residing in the three Slavic republics of the CIS- the author
places the survey results in their social and historical context. He explains why ethnic distinctiveness persisted and even
became accentuated in the Soviet era and also describes the position of Jews in Soviet and post-Soviet society and
some of the dilemmas they face. This book will be crucial reading for anyone interested not only in the general situation
of the Jews of the former Soviet Union but also in their perceptions, worldviews, and plans for the future.
PART I: Foundations 1 - A Sociological Compass -- How Sociologists Do Research -- PART II: Basic Social Processes -Culture -- Socialization -- Social Interaction -- Networks, Groups, and Bureaucracies -- PART III: Inequality -- Deviance
and Crime -- Stratification: United States and Global Perspectives -- Globalization, Inequality, and Development -- Race
and Ethnicity -- Sexuality and Gender -- Sociology of the Body: Disability, Aging, and Death -- PART IV: Institutions -Work and the Economy -- Politics -- Families -- Religion -- Education -- The Mass Media -- Health and Medicine -- PART
V: Social Change -- Population and Urbanization -- Collective Action and Social Movements -- Technology and the
Global Environment -- Glossary -- References -- Credits -- Indexes.
SOCIOLOGY AS A LIFE OR DEATH ISSUE is a brief, five-chapter book that examines the social causes of death through analyses of hip
hop culture, the motivations of Palestinian suicide bombers, and the plight of victims of hurricanes in the Caribbean region and the coast of
the Gulf of Mexico. The five linked essays take readers into worlds that figure prominently in today's popular culture and headline news
stories. Ending with a synopsis of the promise of sociology as a vocation, this book is a guide for students of sociology and for anyone with an
inquiring mind who hopes for a better world for future generations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
FUSION: INTEGRATED READING AND WRITING, Book 1 is a developmental English book for reading and writing at the paragraph level. It
connects the reading and writing processes so that they are fully reciprocal and reinforcing, using parallel strategies that guide students in
analyzing reading to generate writing. FUSION teaches critical reading strategies in conjunction with the shared writing traits, such as main
idea, details, and organization, and teaches the types of writing (including the basics of research) that students will encounter in their future
courses. Grammar instruction is integrated in authentic writing, using high-interest professional and student models. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"The book is an excellent addition to the scholarly literature on subnational movements, both past and present, offering a range of insights to
policymakers across the globe."—Ayesha Jalal, author of The Struggle for Pakistan "With judicious use of empirical evidence and rich case
studies, Ahsan I. Butt makes a compelling case that states’ responses to secessionist movements turn to a considerable degree on their
external security environments."—S. Paul Kapur, author of Jihad as Grand Strategy In Secession and Security, Ahsan I. Butt argues that
states, rather than separatists, determine whether a secessionist struggle will be peaceful, violent, or genocidal. He investigates the
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strategies, ranging from negotiated concessions to large-scale repression, adopted by states in response to separatist movements. Variations
in the external security environment, Butt argues, influenced the leaders of the Ottoman Empire to use peaceful concessions against
Armenians in 1908 but escalated to genocide against the same community in 1915; caused Israel to reject a Palestinian state in the 1990s;
and shaped peaceful splits in Czechoslovakia in 1993 and the Norway-Sweden union in 1905. Using more than one hundred interviews and
extensive archival data, Butt focuses on two main cases—Pakistani reactions to Bengali and Baloch demands for independence in the 1970s
and India’s responses to secessionist movements in Kashmir, Punjab, and Assam in the 1980s and 1990s. Butt’s deep historical approach
to his subject will appeal to policymakers and observers interested in the last five decades of geopolitics in South Asia, the contemporary
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and ethno-national conflict, separatism, and nationalism more generally.
SOC+Sociology in Today's World - with Student Resource Access 12 MonthsCengage AU
This essay, first published in 1980, analyses the relationship between intellectuals’ social locations and their political orientations. Dr Brym
provides a critical discussion of the various sociological views of intellectuals and specifies some of the social conditions which encourage
intellectuals to follow various directions on the political compass. He also demonstrates that intellectuals are neither socially rootless nor tied
to one particular class or group within society, concluding that it is only by an analysis of intellectuals’ mobility patterns that we can hope to
arrive at an adequate understanding of their politics. Clearly written, and assuming only a basic grounding in sociological theory, this book will
thus be of special interest to students of political sociology, social movements, the sociology of knowledge, the sociology of culture and the
sociology of intellectuals.
Intimacy and deception are often entangled. People deceive to lure someone into a relationship or to keep her there, to drain an intimate's
bank account or to use her to acquire government benefits, to control an intimate or to resist domination, or to capture myriad other
advantages. No subject is immune from deception in dating, sex, marriage, and family life. Intimates can lie or otherwise intentionally mislead
each other about anything and everything. Suppose you discover that an intimate has deceived you and inflicted severe-even life-alteringfinancial, physical, or emotional harm. After the initial shock and sadness, you might wonder whether the law will help you secure redress. But
the legal system refuses to help most people deceived within an intimate relationship. Courts and legislatures have shielded this persistent
and pervasive source of injury, routinely denying deceived intimates access to the remedies that are available for deceit in other contexts. Jill
Elaine Hasday's Intimate Lies and the Law is the first book that systematically examines deception in intimate relationships and uncovers the
hidden body of law governing this duplicity. Hasday argues that the law has placed too much emphasis on protecting intimate deceivers and
too little importance on helping the people they deceive. The law can and should do more to recognize, prevent, and redress the injuries that
intimate deception can inflict. Entering an intimate relationship should not mean losing the law's protection from deceit.
Part I of each volume will feature 5-7 major review chapters, including 2-3 long chapters reviewing topics of major concern to the American
Jewish community written by top experts on each topic, review chapters on "National Affairs" and "Jewish Communal Affairs" and articles on
the Jewish population of the United States and the World Jewish Population. Future major review chapters will include such topics as Jewish
Education in America, American Jewish Philanthropy, Israel/Diaspora Relations, American Jewish Demography, American Jewish History,
LGBT Issues in American Jewry, American Jews and National Elections, Orthodox Judaism in the US, Conservative Judaism in the US,
Reform Judaism in the US, Jewish Involvement in the Labor Movement, Perspectives in American Jewish Sociology, Recent Trends in
American Judaism, Impact of Feminism on American Jewish Life, American Jewish Museums, Anti-Semitism in America, and Inter-Religious
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Dialogue in America. Part II-V of each volume will continue the tradition of listing Jewish Federations, national Jewish organizations, Jewish
periodicals, and obituaries. But to this list are added lists of Jewish Community Centers, Jewish Camps, Jewish Museums, Holocaust
Museums, and Jewish honorees (both those honored through awards by Jewish organizations and by receiving honors, such as Presidential
Medals of Freedom and Academy Awards, from the secular world). We expand the Year Book tradition of bringing academic research to the
Jewish communal world by adding lists of academic journals, articles in academic journals on Jewish topics, Jewish websites, and books on
American and Canadian Jews. Finally, we add a list of major events in the North American Jewish Community.

Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical, one-semester introductory sociology
course. It offers comprehensive coverage of core concepts, foundational scholars, and emerging theories, which are
supported by a wealth of engaging learning materials. The textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions,
discussions that help students apply their knowledge, and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful
ways. The second edition retains the book's conceptual organization, aligning to most courses, and has been significantly
updated to reflect the latest research and provide examples most relevant to today's students. In order to help instructors
transition to the revised version, the 2e changes are described within the preface. The images in this textbook are
grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths, Nathan Keirns, Eric Strayer, Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo,
Tommy Sadler, Sally Vyain, Jeff Bry, Faye Jones
Soon enough, nobody will remember life before the Internet. What does this unavoidable fact mean? Those of us who
have lived both with and without the crowded connectivity of online life have a rare opportunity. We can still recognize the
difference between Before and After. We catch ourselves idly reaching for our phones at the bus stop. Or we notice how,
midconversation, a fumbling friend dives into the perfect recall of Google. In this eloquent and thought-provoking book,
Michael Harris argues that amid all the changes we're experiencing, the most interesting is the end of absence-the loss
of lack. The daydreaming silences in our lives are filled; the burning solitudes are extinguished. There's no true "free
time" when you carry a smartphone. Today's rarest commodity is the chance to be alone with your thoughts. Michael
Harris is an award-winning journalist and a contributing editor at Western Living and Vancouvermagazines. He lives in
Toronto, Canada.
This book highlights the continuing relevance of classical sociological theories and concepts in making sense of the
contemporary globalized world. Covering a very wide historical and geographical range and topics that include: classical
sociological theory, genocide, resistance, the intifada, street gangs, democracy, bureaucracy, war literature, ethnic
diversity, national culture, and science, the distinguished contributors to this volume affirm the contemporary relevance of
the classical sociological tradition for making sense of the global human condition.
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars
and students of criminology find reliable sources of information
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by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters,
and journal articles to online archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the
subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to
consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related. A reader will discover,
for instance, the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic, and the most important publications on various
areas of scholarly interest within this topic. In criminology, as in other disciplines, researchers at all levels are drowning in
potentially useful scholarly information, and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find
the exact source you need. This ebook is a static version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online: Criminology, a
dynamic, continuously updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and
other materials relevant to the study and practice of criminology. Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject
disciplines within the social science and humanities, for more information visit www.aboutobo.com.
Critical overview of agriculture and the environment in Australia, covering issues such as resource management and land
degradation. Also addresses social and political aspects of Australian agriculture, and projected current and future
developments. Contributors include academics John Cary, Brian Furge, Frank Vanclay, Roy Rickson and Peter Cook.
Released simultaneously in paperback.
Seymour Martin Lipset's highly acclaimed work explores the distinctive character of American and Canadian values and
institutions. Lipset draws material from a number of sources: historical accounts, critical interpretations of art, aggregate
statistics and survey data, as well as studies of law, religion and government. Drawing a vivid portrait of the two
countries, Continental Divide represents some of the best comparative social and political research available.
Sociology in Today's World explores why sociology is important and relevant to everyday life. It teaches students how to
think sociologically, not just what to think, and shows how sociology can help us make sense of our lives. It
comprehensively covers key aspects and current issues in Australian and New Zealand society, whilst emphasising the
importance of diversity and a global perspective.
SOC+ is a completely different type of sociology book! Developed through a proven approach and with considerable
input from focus groups, surveys, and conversations with reviewers and potential users, SOC+ features an engaging
layout, high-interest and comprehensive content, current examples, and personal tone. This is a complete hybrid learning
solution, with a number of assets found at icansocplus.com. Bring Sociology to life for your students with SOC+! "I love
the resources and the variety of ways that the material is made understandable, practical, and meaningful." - Elizabeth
Bishop, Sault College "SOC+ is the most engaging intro text I have come across in 22 years of teaching." - Marni
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Westerman, Douglas College
Adam Lankford looks at the motivation of suicide bombers and other rampage killers.
With a visually compelling design and an engaging, relevant narrative, Sociology: Your Compass for a New World, Fifth
Canadian Edition will inspire the development of your students? sociological imaginations. The renowned author team
shows students how thinking sociologically can help them draw connections between themselves and the social world.
Sociological concepts are clearly connected to students? interests and experiences by taking universal and popular
elements of contemporary culture and rendering them sociologically relevant. This text devotes more space to drawing
connections between objectivity and subjectivity in research, presenting a more realistic, and therefore intrinsically
exciting, account of how sociologists practice their craft, and making the discipline more appealing to students. Tables
and graphs are not simply referred to, they are analyzed. Where evidence warrants, some theories are rejected and
others endorsed. The author team, using their own personal, diverse backgrounds and global research and experiences,
also brings great depth to issues of diversity and globalization. They show how global processes affect local issues and
how local issues conversely affect global processes. Sociology: Your Compass for a New World speaks directly to
today?s students about important sociological ideas in terms that they understand, making the connection between self
and society clear.
In recent years there has been growing debate among sociologists about the concept of class and its relevance to the
highly industrialised world of the late twentieth century. This book makes available in a single volume all of the key
contributions to this debate and takes it a step further with a number of specially commissioned pieces. An editorial
introduction which sets the main arguments in context, additional commentary and two alternative conclusions help to
make this a unique text for a subject that remains crucial yet highly contentious.
This groundbreaking study systematically treats recent policymaking trends, starting with a reconsideration of salient
theoretical issues of policymaking and its study and culminating with a survey of current policy-related predicaments in
various countries. Dror proposes that the task for social science research is to uncover underlying causes of
policymaking inadequacies. Standard research methods, Dror states, have been unable to uncover the realities of
important decisions made inside governments. In order to gain an understanding of pressing predicaments, he believes
that policymakers need to examine the foundations of contemporary practices of present assumptions, and that they
need a multiplicity of approaches to policymaking.After prescribing a set of requirements that policymaking must satisfy in
order to adequately respond to challenges, Dror posits several improvements needed in education and in policy decision
making. The book concludes with an extensive bibliography, including numerous important German works not found in
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other English-language studies. This book supplements the earlier basic theory and models propounded in Dror's Public
Policymaking Reexamined by dealing with current trends. As a guide to public policy literature and related works, it will
be invaluable to students and practitioners.
This balanced, mainstream, totally up-to-date text is characterized by its focus on the connection between oneself and
the social world. It teaches students "how" to think, rather than just "what" to think, draws the connection between
objectivity and subjectivity in sociological research, and places an emphasis on the importance of diversity and the global
perspective. Students have to navigate a world that is increasingly complex and confusing. SOCIOLOGY: YOUR
COMPASS FOR A NEW WORLD will help them do just that. Bob Brym and John Lie wrote this book to show
undergraduate students that sociology can help them make sense of their lives, however uncertain they may appear to
be. By revealing the opportunities and constraints students face, the book helps them know themselves and see what
they can become in this particular social and historical context.
Recent disease events such as SARS, H1N1 and avian influenza, and haemorrhagic fevers have focussed policy and
public concern as never before on epidemics and so-called 'emerging infectious diseases'. Understanding and
responding to these often unpredictable events have become major challenges for local, national and international
bodies. All too often, responses can become restricted by implicit assumptions about who or what is to blame that may
not capture the dynamics and uncertainties at play in the multi-scale interactions of people, animals and microbes. As a
result, policies intended to forestall epidemics may fail, and may even further threaten health, livelihoods and human
rights. The book takes a unique approach by focusing on how different policy-makers, scientists, and local populations
construct alternative narratives-accounts of the causes and appropriate responses to outbreaks- about epidemics at the
global, national and local level. The contrast between emergency-oriented, top-down responses to what are perceived as
potentially global outbreaks and longer-term approaches to diseases, such as AIDS, which may now be considered
endemic, is highlighted. Case studies-on avian influenza, SARS, obesity, H1N1 influenza, HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and
haemorrhagic fevers-cover a broad historical, geographical and biological range. As this book explores, it is often the
most vulnerable members of a population-the poor, the social excluded and the already ill-who are likely to suffer most
from epidemic diseases. At the same time, they may be less likely to benefit from responses that may be designed from a
global perspective that neglects social, ecological and political conditions on the ground. This book aims to bring the
focus back to these marginal populations to reveal the often unintended consequences of current policy responses to
epidemics. Important implications emerge - for how epidemics are thought about and represented; for how surveillance
and response is designed; and for whose knowledge and perspectives should be included. Published in association with
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the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)
Includes statistics.
" ... Analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of a wide range of theoretical perspectives ..."--Preface.
This book examines the state of access to criminal justice by considering the health of the lawyer-client relationship under legal aid. In the
largest study of its kind for some two decades, ethnographic fieldwork is used to gain a fresh perspective upon the interaction that lies at the
heart of the criminal justice system's equality of arms. The research produces two contradictory messages; in interview, lawyers claim a
positive relationship with their clients while, under participant observation, there emerges quite the opposite. Paying more heed to what was
seen than what was said, it is supposed that these lawyers were able to talk the talk but not walk the walk. The lawyers treat their clients with
wanton disrespect; making fun of them, talking over them and pushing them to plead guilty – despite protestations to the contrary. The
evidence is damning for this branch of the legal profession – and tragic for the clients who depend on them. What is responsible for this
malaise...inadequate financial remuneration? Increased time pressures? Lapsed ethical training? Whatever the origin, this book is intended to
show the profession that there is a problem – one that could get worse unless they choose to learn from the mistakes made by the lawyers in
this study.
A compelling design, research focus, and an engaging narrative defines Sociology: Compass for a New Social World. The renowned author
team shows students how thinking sociologically can help them draw connections between themselves and the social world. Sociological
concepts are clearly connected to students' interests and experiences by taking universal and popular elements of contemporary culture and
rendering them sociologically relevant. This text devotes more space than others do to drawing connections between objectivity and
subjectivity in research, presenting a more realistic, and therefore more exciting, account of how sociologists practise their craft. Tables and
graphs are not simply referred to, they are analyzed. Some theories are rejected, while others are endorsed. The author team brings depth to
issues of diversity and globalization using personal and research experiences.
SOCIOLOGY: UNDERSTANDING A DIVERSE SOCIETY, FOURTH EDITION, is a theoretically balanced, mainstream, comprehensive text
characterized by its emphasis on diversity. In every chapter, students explore fascinating topics (Hurricane Katrina, same-sex marriage,
abuses at Abu Ghraib prison) as well as research and data that illustrate how class, race-ethnicity, gender, age, geographic residence, and
sexual orientation relate to sociological topics discussed in that chapter. This text provides a solid research orientation to the basic principles
of sociology yet it is fascinating and accessible, appealing to the ever-changing student population, and inviting students to view the world
through a sociological lens. Andersen and Taylor get students thinking for themselves about sociology, with the book's Debunking Society's
Myths features and critical thinking exercises. This is the book that will grab student interest and inspire them to keep reading and asking
questions! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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